Renovation

Tips and Checklist
1. Make a good plan
The surest way to get what you want is to know
what you want.
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Scrapbook your dream cabinetry ideas
Clip and save ideas
Take photos
Take measurements
Set a budget

2. Fashion and function
Your new reno will look great and it will make your life
easier too. Write down some of your style and lifestyle
goals and Adora's consultants will make sure your new
kitchen has you covered from all angles.
❑
❑
❑
❑

Set some goals for your reno
Browse our website for ideas
Talk to an Adora Kitchens cabinetry consultant
Talk with other trades who may be involved with the
reno (plumbers, electricians, painters, etc.)

3. Fine tune the plan
Let the fun begin. This is the part everyone loves, where
your new kitchen begins to take shape.
Pick colours
Pick door styles
Pick countertop colours
Pick handles
Make sure the plan is what you want
Provide appliance sizes or manufacturers
specs to Adora
❑ Make Adora aware of flooring details
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

4. Place your order
This might seem like the easiest step of the bunch, but
take a moment to make sure everything is as you like it.
Changes after this point add expense and cause delays.

*

This checklist is merely an overview. Each reno is a
custom job with its own unique challenges and desired
outcomes. Adora Kitchens has more than 30 years
experience in kitchen renovations. You can rely on us
to help guide your project to a successful outcome.

5. Homework
There’s homework we like and homework we don’t like.
This is homework you’ll love because you’re so close to
having a new kitchen you can almost taste it. But don't
rush, completing all these steps will help ensure a
successful reno.
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❑

Remove and disconnect sinks
Remove and disconnect dishwasher
Remove all existing cabinets
Remove all existing fixtures
Remove old tile
Complete any electrical or plumbing alterations
Repair drywall
Paint
Clean and prepare work space for installers
Shut off water on the installation day
Have sink templates available
Have slide-in range or countertop range on site
Tile (best done after cabinet installation)
Install flooring (best done after cabinet installation)

Notes

